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Abstract
This paper considers low-energy solenoid actuators for application in an automotive fluid-control valve.
A permanent magnet-biased (PMB) topology is compared to a classical reluctance actuator (CLA) us-
ing magnetostatic simulation data regarding their merits in closed-loop control position tracking, soft-
landing, and energy consumption. The PMB topology achieves similar position-tracking as CLA, with
the added benefit of reducing the energy demand by at most 63 %.

Introduction
Electromagnetic actuation by means of reluctance actuators is used in a wide spectrum of industries, such
as in aerospace in electromagnetic brakes [1], in the manufacturing industry where fast sorting tasks are
performed by means of air-pulsed valves [2], in petrochemical processes where a valve for fluid flow is
to be controlled accurately [3], and in the automotive industry to achieve variable valve timing (VVT) in
camless engines [4]. Common to these applications is that a fast switching and low noise upon impact
are desired. Preferably, these objectives are met with minimized power consumption, especially during
periods of time where a position should be maintained (hold/latch) and the device could remain inactive.
In addition, minimizing the impact velocity improves the lifetime of the valve and reduces audible noise,
vibration, and harshness (NVH).

Several energy minimization strategies for electromagnetic valve actuators (EVAs) exist. The valve ge-
ometry can be adjusted to closely match the electromagnetic force-displacement characteristic to the
desired force [5], which allows to minimize the required coil current. In addition, biasing a reluctance
actuator with a permanent magnet (PM) further reduces the required electrical energy during latching [3],
despite the additional energy demand during motion. Bouncing of the valve can be countered through
closed-loop control using position feedback, which is implemented based on measurements of electri-
cal quantities at the coil terminals in [6], although the proposed technique works best for repetitively
operating devices. In addition, intelligent iterative learning control aims to close the feedback loop by
directly measuring the plunger position [4], while a position estimator achieved position control with
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Table I. Actuator properties.

Variable name Value Description
dout 13.0 mm Stator diameter
dmover 3.13 mm Mover diameter
hmover 2.26 mm Mover height
hout 16.1 mm Stator height
∆z 0.25 mm Mechanical airgap
Vsrc 48 V Input voltage
tact 4 ms Actuation response time
m 1.2 g Moving mass
q 0−25Lmin−1 Flow rate
∆P 120 bar Valve differential pressure
Tcont 80 ◦C Continuous temperature
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Fig. 1. (a) Fluid-control solenoid valve, and (b) the range of position-dependent opposing forces.

(sub-)millimeter accuracy [7]. Shaping of the position reference helps the motion control of EVAs to
achieve a soft landing during the opening and closing motions [2].

This paper discusses the design of a closed-loop position control applied to an automotive, fluid-control
valve whose objective is to track a soft-landing motion reference. Two low-energy solenoid valve ac-
tuators are compared regarding their merits in position tracking, soft-landing, and energy consumption.
These devices are modeled using nonlinear, magnetostatic finite element (FE) simulations, whose predic-
tion results are used to populate lookup tables (LUTs) to allow for fast controller design and simulation.

Fluid-control valve
An automotive, fluid-control valve is composed of a low-energy reluctance actuator and a near-constant-
force spring, see Fig. 1(a). Plunger movement is in the vertical direction, where an upward movement
from the shown stable position removes the flow restriction, and opens the hydraulic orifice while closing
the magnetic airgap. Hence, the actuator works as a digital valve. In every position, the combination of
the fluid pressure and the return spring pushes the plunger downwards, as indicated in Fig. 1(b), which
shows the possible range of position-dependent opposing forces. Table I lists the dimensions and the
electromagnetic properties of the actuator.

This single coil, PM-less device is used as a benchmark for future actuator designs, as it serves as the
industry standard solution for valve and switch applications [2, 6, 8]. In general, sophisticated control
and soft-landing are achieved using dual-coil devices [4, 9], however, the application limits to using a
single coil, because of both space and complexity limitations of the application’s power electronics.
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the motion cycle of a fluid-control valve.

Control challenges
A generalized operating cycle of the actuator is shown in Fig. 2. Note that the opening and closing
motions are commanded at non-repetitive time intervals, and are time-limited to 4 ms, which is relatively
short compared to regular EVAs [7, 10]. In addition, the time of position-hold can vary per cycle, and,
hence, the total cycle time depends on the length of the hold phase, topen.

As a result of changing position, pressure, flow, and temperature, an application-specific threshold force
must be overcome before the plunger starts moving, and keeps on resisting the plunger motion during
operation. This force accounts for the fluid, return spring, and gravity, and attains a value in the range
indicated in Fig. 1(b).

A typical jerk-based motion profile as shown in Fig. 3 dictates that the plunger performs a movement of
0.25 mm within 4 ms with an impact velocity below 0.1 ms−1. By controlling the coil current such that
the difference between the electromagnetic and opposing forces (net force) delivers the correct acceler-
ation, the motion profile can be tracked. However, note that the moving mass is slightly larger than 1 g,
which means that even at the largest acceleration in Fig. 3, a net force of >0.1 N is sufficient to move
the plunger, that is, 1 % of the maximal opposing force. In other words, deviations in the predicted elec-
tromagnetic or the expected opposing force can greatly hamper the correct operation of the fluid-control
valve.

An additional control objective is to minimize the energy consumed by the actuator during a motion
cycle. Mainly, energy can be saved by increasing the efficiency of keeping the plunger in the open
position (position-hold, or latching), and by the minimization of the bouncing of the plunger at its end
stops, i.e. obtaining a soft landing. Traditionally, latching is performed by driving a small current
through the actuation coil, which supplies just sufficient flux to hold the plunger in position. However,
for extended periods of latching (order of seconds), the resistive loss in the coil wires will contribute
significantly to the total energy consumption of the actuator. Increased latching efficiency is expected
to be obtained by introducing a permanent magnet (PM) in the actuator topology. As a result, a passive
attraction force works on the plunger and can, if designed correctly, latch the plunger without consuming
energy.

Included in the motion profile, but not explicitly stated yet, is the requirement to obtain a soft-landing
plunger at both ends of the stroke, i.e. after both the opening and the closing motions. Here, soft landing
is defined as a velocity below 0.1 ms−1 at the moment when the plunger hits either end stop. To be able
to adjust the coil current to the correct electromagnetic force setpoint, the plunger position has to be
controlled in a fast feedback loop where the position is measured or estimated accurately and reliably. In
addition, the single-coil reluctance actuator can only produce a unidirectional, attractive force (upwards).
This further increases the complexity to correctly track the motion profile.

Actuator topologies
Figure 4 shows the investigated single-coil reluctance actuators, where Fig. 4a depicts a classical re-
luctance actuator (CLA), consisting of a soft-magnetic core around which a coil is wound. Magnetic
flux created by the coil windings works to close the primary airgap and, hence, to attract the solid steel
plunger (mover) upwards in the direction of the core. A means to bias the airgap flux is shown in Fig. 4b,
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Fig. 3. Plunger motion profile.
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Fig. 4. Cross-sectional views of the considered valve actuators with (a) the classical reluctance actuator (CLA), and (b) the
permanent magnet-biased reluctance actuator (PMB).

where a PM (Brem = 1.15T) is added at the top of the core [1, 3, 11]. Again, a coil is wound around
a steel core, however, contrary to CLA, in this permanent magnet-biased (PMB) actuator, the coil only
operates to change the mover position, whereas in CLA, continuous consumption of electrical energy
is required to latch the plunger. An added benefit of the considered PM-biased topology is the sepa-
ration of the magnet and coil flux paths to minimize the risk for PM demagnetization. Especially in
high-temperature applications, an elevated risk of PM demagnetization exists and, therefore, geometrical
precautions should be taken to minimize this effect.

Modeling
Electromagnetic force, Fem, predictions follow from analyses in the finite element method (FEM). Non-
linear, magnetostatic models are used, where the axial symmetry of the cylindrical actuators is exploited.
Consequently, dynamic effects such as eddy currents and hysteresis are neglected. Simulation results of
the magnetic flux density and the magnetic flux lines are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, with the
plunger at the maximal airgap, at mid-airgap, and at zero airgap, for the respective excitations to work
against the largest opposing force. The obtained force predictions are used to populate lookup tables
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Fig. 5. Magnetic flux densities (in T) for (a)-(c) CLA, and for (d)-(f) PMB, at the positions z = 0.000 mm, 0.125 mm, and
0.250 mm.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g)

Fig. 6. Magnetic flux lines (in µWb) for (a)-(c) CLA, and for (d)-(f) PMB, at the positions z = 0.000 mm, 0.125 mm, and
0.250 mm.

(LUTs) which describe the relation between plunger position, coil current, and electromagnetic force. In
the Matlab-Simulink environment, these LUTs are applied in a control architecture, as shown in Fig. 7.

Closed-loop position control
Analyses on two reluctance actuators have shown that open-loop control using predefined voltage profiles
results in high energy consumption and no soft-landing [12]. Moreover, each predefined voltage profile
is valid for only a single opposing force-position curve, whereas this force can change during motion due
to external factors. Therefore, a closed-loop position control is proposed where it is assumed that the
opposing force can be predicted by measuring hydraulic quantities, however, this is out of scope for this
paper. Based on the simulated position, z in Fig. 7, the corresponding opposing force is feedforward to
the position controller, Cz. This PD-controller computes a compensation force which, together with the
required acceleration-dependent motional force and the feedforward opposing force, is fed to a heuristic
controller that determines the setpoint for the electromagnetic force. This heuristic controller is a rule-
based script to take into account the hard end stops encountered in the valve. Furthermore, ideal current
control is assumed, i.e. any current setpoint is immediately attained by the actuator (the simulation is
current-driven).

The control objective is to achieve a soft-landing and minimization of energy consumption during a mo-
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Table II. Comparative analysis of the rms power and consumed energy for the simulations in Fig. 8.

Power (W) Energy (J)
Opposing force CLA PMB ∆ % CLA PMB ∆ %
Largest (FOW) 5.82 4.11 -29.4 0.050 0.041 -17.5
Average (FOM) 3.17 1.33 -58.1 0.028 0.014 -51.5
Smallest (FOB) 1.92 0.844 -56.0 0.017 0.006 -63.0

tion cycle. Therefore, a consecutive sequence of opening, latching, closing, and idle has been simulated
using dedicated PD-controllers for CLA and PMB, at three levels of opposing force. The motion profile
to be tracked is kept the same. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 8, and a comparative analysis is
summarized in Table II.

It can be seen that the desired position reference is tracked with at most < 3% error. Moreover, the
current in PMB becomes negative right before (a) and after (b) latching the plunger to the stator in order
to cancel the surplus of PM flux to either, (a) land softly using the force balance between hydraulics,
PM, and coil, and afterwards allow for zero-power latching, or (b) create a deficit of electromagnetic
force to move the plunger away from the latched position. Most importantly, the PMB performs more
energy-efficiently than the CLA does, with a significant improvement of consuming 63 % less energy
than CLA. It can be concluded that the benefit of PMB to passively latch the plunger is already a decisive
advantage for the considered motion profile, Fig. 3. This benefit can only be exploited more for motion
profiles with extended periods of latching.

Discussion
A limitation to the discussed closed-loop position control is the direct feedthrough of the force setpoint
through an inverted and a regular LUT to obtain the force that the actuator would output given a certain
current setpoint. Of course, a more sophisticated cascaded closed-loop control architecture would include
an outer position and an inner current loop, as shown in Fig. 10. Such control architecture was discussed
in [13], assuming a constant inductance. Despite this limitation, the control shows sufficient potential to
consider in future work.

The present paper considers cylindrical reluctance actuators due to their low cost. However, this cylin-
drical structure complicates the use of laminations to minimize eddy current effects in a cost-effective
manner. In accordance with analyses in literature, the analyses presented in this paper neglect the pres-
ence of eddy currents [8]. Comparing the results from transient FE simulations of CLA with(out) eddy
currents results in the eddy current density distribution in the core material as shown in Fig. 9(a). As
a result of the eddy currents, the coil current builds up slower in Fig. 9(b), resulting in a delayed force
buildup, and, finally, a less responsive device in Fig. 9(c) [10]. Therefore, proper analysis, design, and
optimization of the reluctance actuator can only be performed if these dynamic effects in the actuator are
accounted for. Future work will focus on incorporating the eddy current effect in the models and study-
ing their effect on performance. Inclusion of magnetic hysteresis presents more complications and will,
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Fig. 8. Predicted current, position, and position error from simulations for the (a) largest, (b) average, and (c) smallest oppos-
ing force.

for now, not be considered. For a detailed treatment of hysteresis in, among others, reluctance actuators,
please refer to [6, 14, 15, 16].

Closed-loop control based on position feedback as in Fig. 10 [4, 9], requires to either measure or esti-
mate the plunger position. In the considered application, reconstruction is preferred over position mea-
surement because of the wet operating environment and the limited available space around the plunger.
Hence, a position reconstruction technique is suggested, where the plunger position is computed based on
the measurement of electrical quantities at the coil terminals [7, 17]. Control based on the measurement
of the airgap flux is a possible improvement to the approach presented in this paper. Especially at smaller
movements and for increased demanded accuracy, accounting for the hysteresis in the soft-magnetic ma-
terial in reluctance actuators becomes increasingly important [18]. In a test setup, this reconstructed
position can be validated using position measurements from a Hall element, or eddy current sensors [4].

Conclusions
This paper has considered the comparison of two low-energy solenoid actuators for application in a fluid-
control valve. As they are single-coil reluctance actuators, only an attractive force can be produced. In
addition, the flux density is biased by a permanent magnet in one actuator (PMB). Analyses on both
actuators have shown that open-loop control using predefined voltage profiles results in high energy con-
sumption and no soft-landing. Therefore, the design of a closed-loop position control has been discussed
here. The actuator models have been based on magnetostatic lookup tables (LUTs) that relate the plunger
position and coil current to the force on the plunger. A comparison between the two actuators has been
performed regarding their position-tracking capabilities including soft-landing, as well as their energy
consumption. Similar position-tracking and soft-landing capabilities have been achieved by the actua-
tors, while the permanent magnet-biased actuator consumed the least energy to perform a motion cycle.
Furthermore, the force-biasing effect in PMB is expected to be even more pronounced at higher duty
cycles.
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In time-dependent finite element (FE) models, the eddy currents in the core material have been studied.
These give rise to increased losses in both actuators and, consequently, their position-tracking ability
is diminished. Hence, to achieve soft-landing and further minimization of energy consumption during
movement and holding, cascaded closed-loop control is considered for future work. Inner and outer
feedback loops to control the current and position, respectively, can be implemented on the actuators.
In addition, a selection of permanent magnet-biased latching actuators will be optimized to match the
holding force to the maximum observed opposing force. The most promising PM actuator and a test
setup are in the manufacturing phase, as well as the benchmark actuator. Measurements of electrical
quantities, force, and position on the test setup will be compared to the simulated actuator performance
to validate the design method and the predictions from FE analyses. In addition, reconstruction of the
plunger position based on extrinsic electrical measurements is under investigation for implementation in
both simulations and measurements.
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